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About SAS Visual Analytics SAS Visual Analytics is a cloud-based Business Intelligence solution designed for businesses of all sizes across industries. Accounting and CPA firms, advertising agencies, banking institutions, manufacturing companies, government agencies, technology companies, and some others can tailor the solution to meet their needs. The solution can also be
deployed on site. Key features include dashboards and scorecards, ETL capabilities, online analytics, query and reporting, data analysis and predictive analysis, and data storage. These applications can be offered as standalone features or in a fully integrated set. Users have access to interactive data discovery to visualize trends. Reporting and dashboards are also pr... More
Google has begun rolling out on its Analytics accounts a new feature that displays graphically for web publishers as people move through their sites. The feature, called Stream Visualization, is designed to give web publishers another way to monitor the use of their sites so they can optimize content and advertising. This will help Analytics data will tell in the story, which can be
understood quickly and easily, says Susan Wojcicki, Google's senior vice president of advertising, during a speech at the Web 2.0 Summit in San Francisco.The stream graphics can be sorted differently to see visitors from different settings such as the browser they use and the geographic region they located in Wojcicki and a Google employee demonstrated the function of
visualizing the flow with live data from the analytical account of Google Store , an online store that the company uses to sell products under the Google brand name, such as T-shirts, pens and coffee mugs. The Thread Visualization Tool is designed to complement the numerical representation of Analytics data. Note: When you buy something after clicking links in our articles, we
can earn a small commission. Read our policy affiliate links for more details. ThoughtCo uses cookies to give you a great user experience. Using ThoughtCo, you accept our use of cookies. The visual analytics tool allows non-tech people who don't know S'L to view and visualize data. Visual analytics tools allow business analysts and other users to request and combine datasets
using to-click gestures in a visual interface, rather than writing out requests in a programming language like S'L. These tools represent significant progress in the modern BI self-service model. In this model, business analysts themselves gain access to the data and request it instead of accessing it and requesting it from it's controlled by the IT department. Visualization is the key to
BI self-service, as it is a way for users who don't know how to write queries themselves to get the data they need. Users can perform analytical operations simply by clicking on circular charts, adding new measurements to maps, etc., rather than such operations in S'L or in a different language. Content Table Since Visual Analytics is still a developing technology, we'll describe the
key features that these tools offer. We'll also explain how the market is breaking down, as visual analytics capabilities are in different types of BI solutions. We will guide you on the following topics: Visual Analytics ! - Dashboards Features Visual Analytics Software Visual Data Discovery vs. Visual Analytics in Traditional BI Systems Choice: Special Visual Analytics Platform, or
Traditional BI? Visual analytics! - Dashboard Many readers will know enough to recognize ! as not an equal operator, not a typo, but if not, that's why you need a visual analytics system. S'L syntax becomes even more complex once you go beyond the main operators. Visual analytics tools are often confused with dashboards. Let's see why. Exhibit A is the actual dashboard:
Exhibit A: The sales manager of the dashboard at the Exhibit B Board is an interface visual analytics solution during analysis: Exhibit B: Visual analysis of accident reports in zlick Sense At first glance, it can be very difficult to distinguish these two visual interfaces to represent trends in data. There are, however, several, including: the dashboard is tuned to the role (sales
manager), while the visual analytics interface is common. The dashboard shows key performance indicators (KPIs) at a glance, while the visual analytics system shows patterns in the dataset. In this regard, the dashboard pulls data from a variety of sources, while the visual analytics application is mostly used in the same data set. The dashboard is a neat pattern, while the visual
analytics tool looks like diagrams and graphs have been removed during the analysis (because they are). Monitoring panels are KPI template visualizations that integrate data from a variety of operating sources: CRM systems, e-commerce/order processing platforms, inventory management systems, accounting systems, supply chain management systems, etc. Most dashboards
are designed to help end users (sales managers, call center agents, etc.) understand their individual performance or business performance. Interactivity is very limited in the dashboard because analytics work with business leaders to determine how performance is calculated, not end-user. Users can click on the chart item to get more information about KPI, but they can't decide,
for example, to change everything lines in the dashboard with scattering sites, or mix the data in the dashboard with the spreadsheet on the desktop. Visual analytics graphic user interfaces (GUIs), on the other hand, are blank sheets for accessing and manipulating datasets with point and click, drag and drop gestures on visual data displays (pie charts, wood charts, heat heat
scattering of plots, etc.). While the business freezes KPI calculations in the dashboard, visual analytics tools are designed for free analysis of any old data set: spreadsheets, S'L databases, NoS'L databases, etc. In this way, users choose the types of visualization they want to use in visual analytics software. If one type of diagram doesn't work, the other can be used in its place.
Users also choose sizes (data categories such as customer, product, etc.) and measurements (numbers such as the number of items sold in a given transaction) that they want to combine in these visualizations. Typically, analysis is a process in these tools - once a template has been seen, the user explores it with further visualizations. Visual analytics tools are thus specifically
designed for business analysts who spend all day noticing new patterns in business data to explain problems and highlight opportunities. В следующей таблице суммируются различия: Dashboard Visual Analytics интерфейс Пользовательский интерфейс Пользовательский базовый пользователь пользователей всей организации Бизнес-аналитики и другие
исследователи данных Цель Настоящее роль конкретных KPI Облегчить свободной формы анализа Уровень интерактивности Минимальные высокие соединения данных Prebuilt Специальные возможности Visual Analytics Программное обеспечение Визуальная аналитика инструменты, как правило, предлагают следующие возможности: Visual GUI
Визуальный интерфейс поддерживает манипуляции данными с помощью перетаскивания и падения жестов, а не S'L. A library of boilerplate types of diagrams users can choose from bar charts, heat maps, tree maps, scattering sites, bubbles, and a number of other visualization operations. Many tools even recommend appropriate data-driven visualization. The ability to
promote visualizations in the Analytics dashboard can pattern KPI analyses as dashboards and share them throughout the organization (usually requires a server license in addition to user licenses). Special Data Connections These tools can directly connect to a wide range of data sources, including spreadsheets, relational databases, NoS'L databases, cloud data sources, etc.
Related Visualizations If a user changes one visualization element (say, adding a new dimension), other items are automatically updated. Cleaning/Preparing Data Since access to data in visual analytics software is often Special, data usually needs to be prepared for analysis with features to normalize fields, remove rear spaces, etc. Data cache in memory These tools also
process data in random access memory (RAM) instead of writing them on a disk, allowing you to quickly process huge data sets. Discovery of visual data vs. visual analytics in Bi Systems Visual Analytics tools, also known as data detection tools, have evolved as a response to two problems with traditional BI systems: these systems did not have a simple interface to allow non-IT
users to run special data requests. Analysts often had to resort to S'L requests. Traditional BI systems limit analysis to data sources that have been integrated into the system, while data detection tools are designed to open up analysis by connecting directly to different data sources. Monitoring panels and static reports are the strength of traditional BI systems, as in these systems
the IT department works with analysts to extract data from operating databases, calculate metrics, and push KPI out to end users through pdf reports, dashboards, or some other environment. In this case, the end-user's free form analysis is not necessary or even encouraged. Instead, the organization standardizes a single data model (the schematicization of relationships between
data types, data sources, etc.), which is then built into the BI system. Thus, visual data detection tools have evolved for those end-users who really need to perform free-form analysis, i.e. business analysts, because KPI dashboards and scheduled reports are not enough for these users. Visual data detection tools may seem to have a clear advantage over traditional BI. However,
data detection tools suffer precisely because of the freedom they provide. One analyst can use a different process to visualize the data than the other, allowing analysts to end with two vastly different interpretations of the same data set. Traditional BI systems have been designed to control access to data so that companies have a single source of truth about business
performance. Data detection tools are catching up in this regard by implementing data management functions (specific access to certain data sources, data modeling languages, etc.). However, they are not as reliable in this area as traditional systems. In addition, traditional systems have now included many of the visual analysis functions originally found only in data detection
tools. Both visual detection tools and traditional systems can be used to create dashboards. Choice: Special visual analytics platform, or traditional BI? The following table presents the most important selection criteria for choosing between these options: The Visual Data Detection Tool Traditional BI Free-form Visual Data Analysis - Dashboard - regularly scheduled batch data
extractions from databases (extraction, conversion and download) - a standardized and centrally managed data model serving as a single source of truth - Collaborative data modeling among working groups Deployment throughout the organization for end users - Deployment of a working group for analysts - These criteria are unfortunately not always as clear as as be, since, as
we have seen, the difference between these categories is gradually eroding away. Some popular visual analytics software products include Tableau, zlick Sense and Looker, but there are many more options on the market than this. Traditional BI suppliers, such as visual analytics, include Birst and Pentaho - again, there are many additional options. Options. sas visual analytics
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